Abstract
Summary
How to introduce the local characteristic information to the description of 3D model feature, to realize the 3d model fine retrieval which based on the model components, is a further research problem in the area of 3d model retrieval [1] . 3D skeleton information can control the level of detail very well, express the shape feature of the model truly and directly, not only can the model do the global matching, but also can do the local matching, to realize the representation and retrieval of 3d model multi hierarchy [2, 3] .At present, the extraction method of 3d framework which proposed by scholars at home and abroad mainly have two kinds: a kind of method is based on the elaboration [4，5] , however this kind of algorithm is very sensitive to noise, small disturbance can lead to wrong skeleton extraction, it is difficult to guarantee the accuracy and smoothness of the skeleton, which needs for further adjustment [6] . Another kind of algorithm is based on the distance transform [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , the skeleton point position of this kind of algorithm is more accurate, But when the object branch is tiny, it is difficult to guarantee the connectivity of the whole skeleton [7, 9] , meanwhile, according to the above definition, the curve skeleton of some objects is an isolated point, this framework not only difficult to used for the design of 3D animation, nor to describe the topological structure objects [8，11] . This paper presents an approach to extract the multi-scale curve skeleton of 3D model which based on the vector field. Firstly, calculate the vector field of 3D model represented of discrete voxel, the point whose size of the components of vector is zero as the key point, according to the vector search method to connect each key point, to get the nuclear skeleton of objects; Then select the boundary point who has the large curvature to continue growth skeleton to obtain the hierarchical skeleton of objects. By means of the improved EMD method to measure the similarity of linear skeletons. The experimental results show that the method has the low time complexity, the strong versatility and robustness, the curve skeleton extracted based on this algorithm can achieve the model classification, global matching and partial matching, can improve the retrieval efficiency effectively.
Extraction Method of Multi-Scale Curve Skeleton

The Main Idea and the Procedure Of The Algorithm
Assume that there are the same charge which uniform distribution on the edge of the object, these charges are formed a stable electric field inside the object, it is a vector field, acting the point whose field strength is zero as the key point, according the vector search method [12] to connect each key point, to get the object nuclear skeleton; Then select the boundary point who has the large curvature to continue grow the framework ,thus get the object of multi-level framework. The specific algorithm is as follows:
Step 1 calculate the vector field over a discretization of the entire 3D object;
Step 2 determine the key point in the vector field;
Step 3 based on the following three kinds of seed point, using the force tracking algorithm to extract the multi-scale curve skeleton; Step3.1 （Level 0）：use key point as the seed point, to generate the core skeleton, that is ,the zeroth layer of the hierarchical curve skeletons; Step3.2 （Level 1）：use the low divergence voxel as the seed point, to get the higher complexity of the skeleton, that is, the first layer of the hierarchical curve skeletons; Step3.3 （Level 2）：use the seed point which selected by user, to get the more higher complexity of the skeleton, that is, the second layer of the hierarchical curve skeletons; In Step 1, we compute a vector field over a discretization of the 3D object. If the given 3D model is of non voxel representation, then it is need for the voxelization process. Set ∈ 3 is a 3d voxel grid model, and : 3 → 3 is a vector function, used to calculate the vector for each grid voxel, ⃗ = ( ) the vector field of 3D models composed of the vectors at the voxel model (or its subset). Once a vector field is computes, in Step 2, we locate the critical points of this vector field. It is the points whose size of components is zero, that is, ( ) = 0. In Steps 3 we compute the divergence of the vector field, at each voxel. The divergence measures the "sinkness" of a position in the vector field. Then, extract the curve skeleton of 3D models step by step, generate a complexity increasing curve skeleton set.
Determine the Critical Point
The critical point is the point whose size of the components of vector is zero in the vector field. Set = ( , , ) is the center of the minimum candidate unit, = ( ) is the vector value at point P. ( ) is the Jacobian matrix at P: The real part of the eigenvalue of Jacobian matrix at the key point P is positive ,which indicates the presence of a repulsion direction(the specific direction is determined by the corresponding feature vector); The real part of the eigenvalue is negative value ,which indicates the presence of attracting direction; The imaginary part describes the helical motion around the corresponding points. According to the real and imaginary parts of the eigenvalues, the key points can be divided into: the attracting point、the repulsion point and the saddle point. If the sign of all the real parts of the eigenvalues are the same sign, then the key point is the attracting point (is negative) or repulsive point (is positive). If the two real part are of the same number, and another has the opposite sign, then , the critical point is a saddle point. The vector point to the saddle point along the negative eigenvalue direction (the specific direction is determined by the eigenvector direction of Jacobian matrices), along the positive eigenvalue direction deviates from the saddle point.
Vector Search Algorithm
The vector search algorithm [12] determine a starting point in different positions of vector fields, use the simple Euler integration method ,extract the curve segment which constitute the curve skeleton . The specific algorithm is as follows:
Step 1 P is the initial position (seed point), = * + is the linear skeleton segments which Has been calibrated ; Step 2 To estimate the vector field at point A;
Step 3 If ≠ 0 and point P hasn"t been visited, then the point P is the next position in the direction of F, = ∪ * +; Step 4 estimate the vector field value at the new position : = ( ) . When implement the algorithm, act the seed point as the starting position, using the three line interpolation to estimate the vector field value : = ( ) of any position at P . If the vector field value of current position is zero, then it shows that the position is the (1) key point, the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, moved forward along the direction pointed by F, the next location is:
In order to avoid computing the vector outside the discrete grid, make a appoint that when point P in the model of external or boundary ( ) = 0, the algorithm was terminated.
Multi-Level Linear Skeleton Extraction
According to the clockwise order in turn with the key point, low divergence and high curvature points as the starting position, using the vector search algorithm, extracting multi-scale linear skeleton of increasing complexity from the vector field. Firstly, act the key point in the vector field as the seed point, the most basic skeleton can be obtained(the core framework), constitute the zeroth layer hierarchical curve skeletons; Secondly, act the low divergence point as the seed point, increase the number of curve segments in the core skeleton, obtain the higher layer of the linear skeleton, constitute the first layer hierarchical curve skeletons; Finally, act the high curvature points as the seed points, Increase the curve segments in the front stage framework, obtain the curve skeleton of a higher level, constitute the second layer hierarchical curve skeletons. The specific algorithm is as follows:
Step 1 Step 1 To extract the core framework based on key point
The core skeleton based on key point is the zeroth layer of the 3D model of multilevel linear framework: integrate forward or backward along The characteristic direction of the key point , extracte the Integral curve of vector field. The core framework is a subset of integral curve which connect all the key points in the vector field, the curve segments which constitute the core framework are all from the beginning of a key point, to the end of another key point.
The forward integration method is the search along the characteristic direction of , get to another key point, also can form the core framework segments.
Step 2 Extract the linear skeleton section based on low divergence point Curve section of low divergence point is the first layer of the 3D model of multilevel linear framework. Divergence of vector field is a scalar quantity, which can be used for representing the degree of divergence of vector field of each point in space , in physics, the meaning of divergence is field of source. When > 0, it shows that the point has the source of emission flux(divergent source);When < 0, it shows that the point has the negative source of absorb the flux(hole or sink);When (2) = 0,it shows that the point has no source. Which can use the formula (3) to calculate the divergence of specified point:
Among them, 1 , 2 , 3 are the components of vector in the direction of ( , , ) axis respectively.
The low value of divergence describes the "concavity" of a point , based on the principle of "local minimum", select the voxels whose divergence value is below a threshold value or less than all its adjacent voxels as the new seed point. Act each new seed point as the starting point, use the vector search algorithm to determine a curve. By changing the dispersion threshold constantly, users can select different seed points, thus, form the first layer of a linear skeleton. The linear skeleton based on the divergence values of t is a skeleton subset of all the generated skeleton large than t. When meeting the access point , the vector search algorithm o terminates, the new generation of curve segments connected to the existing framework.
Step 3 Extract the skeleton section based on the seed points of high curvature Skeleton segments of the seed points of high curvature are the second layer of 3D model of multi hierarchical linear skeleton. Another class of seed point set which Used to generate the skeleton curve is composed of 3D objects lobe, base on these seed point will generate the curve section [13] from the model surface to the existing skeleton . If the model is not convex, then calculate the boundary curvature [14] , based on the local maximum criterion, act the curvature among it that greater than a certain threshold as the boundary seed point.
The disadvantage that select seed point based on curvature of the boundary is the size of the curvature is susceptible to interference of boundary noise mode, method to solve this kind of problems is that: when calculate the curvature of the boundary voxels, should not only consider the surface, the boundary and the adjacent points, but also consider the extended adjacent voxel unit [14] . The skeleton curve segments starting from the boundary seed points form the second layers of 3D model of multi-level linear skeleton, the curve segments of this layer will be connected to the first layer framework.
The Algorithm Flow
Step 1 Demarcate the 3D model of the boundary voxels as the vector field source;
Step 2 Calculate the vector function of each voxel model, to get a 3D vector field; (3) Step 3 Generate core skeleton: detect the key point of the vector field, use the path of integration in vector field to connect these key points, generate the nuclear skeleton; Step 4 Generate the first layers of skeleton: calculate the divergence of each voxel, choose low divergence point as the new seed point, generate a new skeleton curve segment; Change the divergence threshold ,generate a skeleton layer that connect to the nuclear skeleton, constitute the first layer hierarchical curve skeletons; Step 5 Generate the second layers of skeleton: Calculate the curvature of each boundary voxels, selecte the new seed point based on curvature threshold set by the users, generate a new skeleton which connect the nuclear skeleton to the first layers of skeleton , constitute the second layer hierarchical curve skeletons.
Time Complexity
To computate the time complexity of a 3D model vector field depends on the body prime constructed this model and the boundary body prime ,that is, ( × ), because is a part of , therefore, its time complexity is close to ( 2 ). While in the computation of the whole linear model framework, the calculation of the vector field is the most time consuming, accounting for about 98% of total time. And for normal divergence field, the calculation methods are as follows: set OS is the boundary voxel model set, OI is the internal model element set, then the whole model is = ∪ . ( ) is the counter corresponding to model voxels v. Which can be seen from the above algorithm, each voxel in the model ,insert and delete from the sequence only for one time, when the sequence is empty the algorithm terminates. Obviously, the time complexity of calculation to the normal field emission model is ( ), where n is the model body prime.
The Classification and Retrieval Of 3D Model Library
First of all, centralized the 1081 model from the training set and test database of Princeton （Princeton Shape Benchmark Database，PSB） [15] as the experimental data sets, the data set was divided into 99 non empty classes [16] . In the experiment, firstly, extract the curve skeleton of every model in database ,then using the improved EMD method, to calculate the bulldozer distance EMD of each model between data set and other model. If the model has been classified, then the system returns a similar model and query. In the experiment, only classify the correct match, based on the statistics of all the matches, the optimal matching and the query based on the algorithm in this paper belong to the same category accounted for 71.1% ; With the query of the same parent class accounted for 74.3%.
In the second experiment, detection system in the return of the former T matching model, how many models have the same kind as the query . The use of EMD algorithm can obtain query the corresponding between all models in database, but it is difficult to determine the corresponding area of the two linear skeleton whether represent the components of the similar model, it needs to have the priori knowledge corresponding semantic of the model components. While this algorithm can make the model group matching visualization, easy to identify the matching model components, the users can determine whether it is meaningful to the corresponding model components quickly. Compared with the skeleton extraction method proposed by reference [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , the skeletonization method based on vector field has stronger robustness to the noise of model boundary. Certainly, using this algorithm can not only determine the linear framework such as a thin disc or mushroom shape model. The linear skeleton matching method which based on EMD can find the loose relationship between skeleton points in the process of skeletonization, to compensate for the lack of linear skeleton.
Conclusion
Extracting the simple feature of 3D model, converting the similarity matching between 3D model to the comparison between corresponding characteristics is the basic train of thought to realize the 3D model retrieval. In this paper, proposed the 3D model of linear skeleton extraction framework, the framework first computes a vector field of 3D model which represent of the discrete voxel, using the results of vector field"s topology characteristics of key points, key curve etc, extract the linear skeleton; Then with the aid of EMD bulldozer to measure the similarity of linear skeletons to Realize the retrieval of 3D model .The experimental results show that the framework has the low time complexity, the strong versatility and robustness; The curve skeleton extracted based on this algorithm can achieve the classification and retrieval of model, and the retrieval effect is better.
